24 March 1914
New York Oct. 16th

Dear Psy. Marsh,

Mr. Spencer has returned to New York and is in better condition than he was. Things are not much better. He is still unable to stand any social excitement and strictly refuses from all dinners and receptions. He intends to leave for New Haven and Montclair soon and perhaps in three days. I should very much like you and Dr. du Bois to come and spend a few days with him in social intercourse. The talk entailed depends upon the kind of people and of night events.
enr his interest lest
I will apprise you of
his leaving as soon as it is
known.

He will sail from 11
on the Sarsina and we
shall sit the dinner for
Thursday Nov 9th of Delhi
we are engaged which
we will know tomorrow.

Timber, Sarsina about
a speech and I am much
inclined to go on and see
Elliot also as you suggested.
But the first thing to be
done will be to get a fine
sentiment of results, if possible
to know us in case of loss
under a continued m"lle.
New York Dec 24th 1882
(Oct 24, 1882)

Dear Professor Marsh,

I had a short interview with Summer yesterday to ascertain what he would be inclined to talk about. I called at your hotel but you were not at home.

It is necessary to arrange our speaking without further delay and I enquire you shall assist me to help us. What we meant is that the speakers write out the substance of a talk in fifteen minutes apiece and then sing us much
as as little as they like of it. But we want to print its proceedings, and have to make much clank before much of it will be as not to delay it. I am much more about the antenote public to be reached by print. Some those who will be present, and think it misses little whether the speeches are read as well. Cornell join and take up the point of the main reason enough of them.

Anetica of Emulation in the 2020 generation. That would be a fundamental point of great importance and principal to the science.

Bleecker End Annex
In the 1960s to lecture.

E. H. Yarmouth
E. H. Yarmouth
New York May 7 '82

Dear Professor Marsh,

I sent you some notes of the point in the last letter it seemed to me that while your text is excellent its tone is not quite the best for the occasion. I wish I could suggest more and so much more. But at a meeting of the Committee last night when the subject of the texts came up the same objection was made by others. The objection was that the phrase used and hardman from the literature...
of evolution cannot be sufficiently effective with much information on the subject. I have talked with Emery, Schulz, and Hamilton (who finally my book) and their example of all that is forgotten to evolution is quite amazing. This will be a great many of the slightest.

In the same mood mind, I am finishing talk. Mrs. Murray had no thought in it. It wasn't time and in illness. Now what me. In short, you is a broad, strong diagnostic approach.
of the extent to which
this thing has been adopted
and some scientific
men have simply
thrown up their arms & accepted it, and
some with misgivings like
Lyell and Sanborn's
time should be reckoned
with it. time will never
change and hence the whole
mass of young biologists
would be led by the under-
timber thing is north of
the physical by graudation
theory, jar will certainly come near to spanning
in making the specious of
the morning. we shall
In understanding with that day and the time is that it will be diachronic and
memory. The third not fit to troubling till a committee to
were, and it appears some as committee that things
will not or likely the fly
are disposed to just in the
summer and spring in early
and give than those certain
time. Nothing back on
the life promising em-
terprises. The committee in
first outside of any suggestion
and force statement should
came first en 8 grand
But no risk had been
be taken, much less to
consider the last success
the last section should
be treated and tried. For
printing it is of course
we must not from fully go
for in its exposition not of
the expression of it cannot
enough trinity, but if
I think it must in some
not give I should object to
the authority of some
position for the sake of
telling off, at the end
and the master's
called
Some of the committee
suggested this month's
publication of some trouble
in matters. No longer a
speculative hypothesis of
the architectural system. It is
very clearly strengthened
by research. But I
do not think this is from
example. I would rather
say evolution, even the
established evolution of the
scientific world. Is
inclusion; is it fundamental
forces you equally accept to scientific men?
The fact is, there are many
scientific men who do not
like to "give in" and do
force to make their own
rejection, essentially
only three from Mr..

....Minist. Washington

.....and some Parties.

I have, I may state, 

I hope you will include

this early punishment

and then as quickly as

Pleasse. You know

look ahead without judge-

me from time to time, but I

will be much obliged

if you will telegraph

to me when you get this

from me. We shall find the

thing pleasant.

Eve yours truly

E. L. Youmans

E. L. Youmans